
PRACTICE: Get to know your grid sets
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1. GET TO KNOW: Grid Explorer

When you open Grid for iPad you will arrive on the grid explorer screen. This is where all of your grid sets will live, where you can access 
Grid for iPad settings and where you can organise grid sets. Familiarise yourself with the menu options in Grid Explorer.

Tick once complete

TASK: Add a grid set

1.1

To start to populate your grid explorer with grid sets, select the + and it will take you 
to the add grid set screen. 

Once you have downloaded some grid sets, spend some time familiarising yourself 
with them. Have a go at writing some common phrases in the grid set to fi nd our 
where the language you need is. Some examples might be:

‘I want to go now’
‘I like this and want to do more’ 
‘I need a drink’ 
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1. Go into Symbol Communication grid sets 
and add Super Core by selecting ‘Super 
Core’ grid sets then ‘Super Core’

2. Select ‘Add’ to add the grid set to your grid 
explorer

3. Once you have added the grid set you can 
either go back and add another grid set or 
tap the ‘Grid Explorer’ screen behind the 
window to go back to Grid Explorer

4. Have a go at adding Text Talker in ‘Text 
Communication grid sets’ and have a look 
through some of the other content 
available on Grid for iPad
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TASK: Edit a cell

2.1

Follow these guidelines for editing your fi rst cell then have a go at editing others and 
exploring different features

1. Tap the cell you want to edit
2. To start off with, tap to create a write/ 

speak cell
3. Start typing the text where you cursor 

fl ashes e.g. ‘like’
4. Select ‘Done’ and you’ve made your fi rst 

cell
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2. GET  TO KNOW: Basic editing

Being able to make basic edits to a grid set is important to make sure it can be personalised for the individual user where necessary. 
The editing in Grid for iPad has been designed to be intuitive and simple. The best way to practice editing is in a blank grid set. 

From grid explorer, go to + and scroll down until you can select a blank grid set. Give the grid set a name and select ‘done’ in the top right 
corner. 

To start editing, select ‘edit’ from the bar menu



TASK: Change the style of your cell

While you’re still in edit mode, and have selected your cell to make changes to, you 
can have a go at changing the style. 

1. Have a go at changing the cell fi ll colour. 
Select ‘Cell fi ll’, select the colour the select 
‘Style’ to return to the options

2. Now change the cell border. Select ‘cell 
border’ and choose a colour. Select ‘style’ 
to return to style options.

Once you have fi nished with your changes 
select ‘Done’ on the menu bar at the top of the 
screen
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PRACTICE: Create more cells

Now you know how to start, have a go at making some more cells and familiarise yourself with the different features. 

Tip: to change the picture on the cell after adding text, click on the picture box above the text and either select one of the suggested 
symbols or explore the options to fi nd a picture. 

2.3
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TASK: Personalise some settings

Look at some of the settings and think about how you might personalise them. To 
fi nd the settings, select the cog icon from the menu bar

1. Go into ‘speech’ and select the voice you 
want to use from available options under 
‘speaking voice’

2. Go into writing>my pictures> + and specify 
which picture you want to for a 
specifi c word e.g. type in your name then 
tap ‘change’ and select a symbol or photo 
to be used every time your name is written

TIP: You can even take a selfi e to add to your 
pictures by selecting ‘Camera’ from the 
options

3.1

3. GET TO KNOW: Settings

There are lots of settings in Grid for iPad that enable you to make the app and grid sets work in a specifi c way to suit your user. From 
Grid Explorer, select the cog on the menu bar to open up your settings. The best way to get to know what’s in the settings is to spend 
some time looking at what’s there. Below is a summary: 

 Access - Where you can change highlight settings

 Speech - Where you can change the voice/ speech options whilst typing, pronunciation and message banking

 Writing - Change settings such as predicition, add/ remove words, set abbreviations

 Accounts - Set up your Smartbox account, Dropbox account and remote editors

 Purchases - information about your software and voices

 Help - If you’re not sure how to do something, look here fi rst

 About - Information about Grid for iPad and where to go to submit error logs if you need to



PRACTICE: Explore the settings menu

Once you have had a go at changing a few settings, have a look at some of the other settings available and make some changes to see 
how it all works. 

TIP - to change the grid settings you will need to open the setting menu from within the grid set. 
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Notes


